
First Stone (Primeira Pedra) is an international experimental  
research programme exploring the potential of Portuguese Stone,  
focussing on its uses, material properties and distinctive 
characteristics. The programme draws together industry  
and design through the development of new uses for this material, 
raising awareness about its specificities and the industry it encapsulates.

At the core of this programme are various architects and product  
or graphic designers, as well as other international protagonists 
within the field of cultural creation. They have been invited  
to develop work that emphasizes this material in both its raw  
and processed form, as well as the places from where  
it has been extracted: the stone quarries, their socio-cultural 
surroundings and their role in the landscape and the environment.

Spanning 18 months, this programme is at the base of an international  
communication campaign that will highlight the specificities  
of Portuguese Stone, its industry and the various projects created. 
First Stone has 3 main projects—RESISTANCE, STILL MOTION  
and COMMON SENSE—which will be internationally presented  
in Venice, Milan, Weil am Rhein, São Paulo, New York and London.  
The programme will also be complemented by a comprehensive 
website about the theme, a documentary about the fruition  
of the project and the creation of 2 Apps for mobile digital platforms. 

This series of projects is curated and produced by experimentadesign.

FIRST STONE
Stone belongs to the matrix of materials that have followed 
Humanity’s development since the dawn of time. Ranging from 
the smallest of objects to intricate and extraordinary architectural 
structures, stone has accompanied the ways in which we have 
appropriated and redefined the world.

There are stones that can be moulded with bare hands,  
with fingers even. Others require complex technologies to be manipulated.  
All of them were formed millions of years ago, and are themselves  
an example of resistance. 

Ten international architects have been invited to explore  
the potential of Portuguese marble and limestone under  
a specific briefing, challenging them to take on the idea of resistance.

One of the main properties of the stones selected for this undertaking 
is their specific high level of mechanical resistance, which represents 
one of the starting points and differentiating factors of the project.  
On the other hand, there is also the idea that expanding 
architecture’s territories of action through creativity, and adopting 
new perspectives from different fields, can be a way of resisting  
the banality and decrease in quality that has become evident  
in so many fronts of contemporary architecture.

Both central dimensions of this on-going project call for a strong 
emphasis on creativity and the ability to innovate and create different 
proposals. Either because the projects bring a new added value  
to society, or because they explore the material in an innovative way.

Guta Moura Guedes, curator

RESISTANCE

The first phase of RESISTANCE was presented in Venice,  
during the 2016 Architecture Biennale. It converged the contributions  
of 5 international architects/studios—Amanda Levete, Álvaro Siza,  
Bijoy Jain, ELEMENTAL and Mia Hägg—along with a specially 
created digital light installation. The conceptual designs  
of each 5 projects were presented, along with 3 already  
produced pieces. 

RESISTANCE now presents its second phase, which continues 
to explore the resistance and performance of Portuguese stone. 
Another group of architects and new projects have been added 
to the previously devised pieces, as well as the use of other types 
of Portuguese stone with similar degrees of technical resistance, 
increasing the range of possibilities. These creators have taken  
on new research, designing and producing new projects that enrich 
the potential of uses for this material, adding 8 new projects  
to the first 3 presented in Venice.

Venice 2016
Weil am Rhein 2017

RESISTANCE

ÁLVARO  SIZA
AMANDA  LEVETE
BIJOY  JAIN
CARRILHO  DA  GRAÇA
ELEMENTAL
MIA  HÄGG
PAULO  DAVID
SOUTO  DE  MOURA
STUDIO  MK27
VLADIMIR  DJUROVIC
Curated by Guta Moura Guedes

First StonePrimeira Pedra

Vitra Campus
Opens 13 June 2017
Mon—Sun 10am—6pm

www.primeirapedra.com

WITH THE COLLABORATION OF

COFINANCED BY

SUPPORT IN PARTNERSHIP

WITH THE HIGH PATRONAGE OF HIS EXCELLENCY  
THE PRESIDENT OF THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC,  
MARCELO REBELO DE SOUSA



ÁLVARO SIZA PT
Álvaro Siza’s career has been internationally recognized with several 
prizes, including the Mies van der Rohe European Architecture 
Award (1988), the prestigious Pritzker Prize (1992), the Royal  
Gold Medal from the Royal Institute of British Architects (2009), 
the Golden Lion for Lifetime Achievement of the 13th International 
Architecture Exhibition of the Venice Biennale (2012),  
as well as several honoris causa doctorates from leading universities. 
He has also been committed to teaching, working as a Professor  
at the Porto School of Architecture since 1976, and as visiting 
Professor at several other universities.
www.sizavieira.pt

A chaise-long-type chair composed of two pieces with purified forms, 
reflecting the clarity of the stone selected—the whitest marble in Portugal.  
This chair is ideal for use in public spaces, as its mechanical 
resistance enables an optimal response to intensive use. It also stresses 
the importance of architecture as a stimulus for the enjoyment  
of exterior spaces, both urban and rural.

Banco de Jardim, 1990

Dimensions 770 x 590 x 565 mm, 780 x 335 x 565 mm

Stone
Branco sem Veios Marble 
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 970
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 208
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) 50

Stone supplier and production Etma, Solubema
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BIJOY JAIN IN
Bijoy Jain received his M. Arch from Washington University in St Louis, 
USA in 1990. He worked in Los Angeles and London and returned  
to India in 1995 to found his practice, Studio Mumbai, which works 
with skilled artisans, technicians and craftsmen who design and build 
their work directly. This group shares an environment created from  
an iterative process, where ideas are explored through the production  
of large-scale mock-ups, models, material studies, sketches and drawings. 
www.studiomumbai.com

Water, 2017
Gargoyles are symbols that channel the current, instead of resisting 
it, facilitating a transition and pushing water outward to the ground 
below where it continues its path back to its source. Like all materials, 
both organic and not, these six pieces breathe, absorb and release 
other materials in order to endure beyond their own temporality. 
They are a statement of this fundamental truth of nature, 
metaphorically reflecting on the interaction between being and time.

Dimensions 
1—420 x 170 x 200 mm 
2—390 x 170 x 200 mm
3—440 x 190 x 200 mm
4—500 x 190x 200 mm
5—430 x 300 x 230 mm
6—720 x 160 x 150 mm
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CARRILHO  
DA GRAÇA PT
Carrilho da Graça has received several honours and distinctions, 
including the AICA Award—International Association of Art Critics 
in 1992; the SECIL Prize for Architecture in 1994; the Order of Merit  
of the Portuguese Republic in 1999; the Pessoa Prize in 2008,  
the title Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres by the French Republic  
in 2010; and the International Fellowship of the Royal Institute  
of British Architects in 2015. He is an honorary member  
of the Ordem dos Arquitectos Portugueses and Doctor Honoris Causa  
of the Faculty of Architecture of the Lisbon University.
www.jlcg.pt

Banco de Pedra, 2017
Inspired by an understated Mies van der Rohe parallelepiped bench 
for public spaces, this piece reflects a continuous search for the body. 
It is composed of a back support and curves, creating an undulation 
that is captivating and inviting. The texture and finishing  
of the piece are a central part of its experience, and its extensive 
linear structure is ideal for outdoor spaces. 

Dimensions 2100 x 600 x 700 mm

Stone
Branco com Veios Castanhos Marble
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 770
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 242
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) 50

Stone supplier and production Mármores da Granja
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‘Estremoz marble is the best in the world’

AMANDA LEVETE GB
Studio AL_A
Amanda Levete trained at the Architectural Association and worked 
for Richard Rogers before joining Future Systems as a partner  
in 1989. She is a RIBA Stirling Prize winner and founder  
of the architecture and design studio AL_A (2009).  
Recent commissions include the remodelling of Galeries Lafayette 
Haussmann in Paris; a cultural centre in Lisbon, commissioned  
by the energy company EDP; and the highly anticipated expansion  
of the Victoria & Albert Museum in London.
www.ala.uk.com

This object is formed by the deconstruction of a large block of marble 
into a complex set of smaller pieces. The entire shape is inspired  
by the calcite crystal structures that compose the rock and give  
it its resistance. The result is a series of pieces of different dimensions 
that together compose an entire block. When used individually  
these pieces can serve as seats, small tables or as decorative elements.

Metamórfica, 2016

Dimensions 1800 x 850 x 850 mm

Stone
Pele de Tigre Marble 
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 1020
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 910
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) 60

Stone supplier and production Airemármores, MVC—Mármores de Alcobaça

A piece that plays with changing perceptions of geometry, exploring 
how we perceive mass. A seemingly perfect cube almost 2m high  
is created by a series of undulating slabs of limestone stacked  
one on top of the other, with each layer rotated through 90 degrees. 
As you move around the cube, it reveals its visual complexity, 
creating a dynamic kinetic effect. From the sides, it appears a solid, 
monolithic mass; from the corners, it starts to dematerialise  
and the ten individual strata are exposed and views right through  
the cube become possible.

Deconstructing the Cube, 2016

Dimensions 1960 x 1960 x 1960 mm

Stone
Vidraço Moleanos Azul Limestone 
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 2010
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 121
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) 30

Vidraço Moleanos Limestone 
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 950
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 105
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) 40

Stone supplier and production Marfilpe

‘It is a simple, monolithic and stable form.  
Its surface is rough and unpolished, seemingly fresh 
from the quarry, but beneath this unrefined façade 
lies a beautiful and complex composition  
of nine marble fragments.’

‘Deconstructing the Cube is a play on changing 
perceptions of geometry and an exploration  
of how we perceive mass.’

‘In pursuing the relationship between the creator 
and the created, limestone is an ideal material to 
metamorphosize formless stones into timeless gargoyles.’

‘The bench I designed takes a step back  
and searches for the body. It has a back and curves. 
Can it be stroked? Is it soft? Does it possess a measure 
of life? Does it reflect us?’

Stone
Lioz Abancado Limestone 
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 1070
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 133
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) 45

Stone supplier Solancis 

Production Gárgula Gótica

ELEMENTAL CL
Focusing on projects of public interest and social impact, Elemental 
integrates Alejandro Aravena, Gonzalo Arteaga, Juan Cerda, Victor 
Oddó and Diego Torres. It is recognized for its participatory design 
process in which the architects work closely with the public  
and final users. Alejandro Aravena has been the Executive Director 
of Elemental since 2001 and was the laureate of the 2016 Pritzker 
Architecture Prize, as well as the Director of the 15th International 
Architecture Exhibition of the Venice Biennale. 
www.elementalchile.cl

A Thing Not an Object, 2016
A piece that transforms stone (a thing) into an object, using a primal 
state of the human condition: childhood and play. Linking them  
is the force of gravity, operating over a body to transform the stone 
into a slide. The transformed stone appeals to the moment  
when climbing things creates a mixture of fear and inevitable desire, 
culminating in an experience of sliding down. Speed without  
the need of physical coordination, a fact not a talent.
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‘The way we are treating matter is itself  
a primal operation: subtracting not adding,  
as was done with the first human tools.’
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PAULO DAVID PT
The architect created his own studio, Paulo David Arquitectos,  
in the centre of Funchal, Madeira. The studio’s work has been recognized  
with several international awards, such as the Alvar Aalto Medal, 
Helsinki; The AICA—International Association of Art Critics/
Ministry of Culture Award, Portugal, and presented at The Global 
Ends—Towards the Beginning exhibition at the Ma Gallery in Tokyo, 
and the Inverted Ruins exhibition that was part of the 15th Venice 
Architecture Biennale. His work has also been mentioned in various 
works of contemporary Portuguese literature.

Mult, 2017
The design of this piece is intended to achieve a state of sitting and 
resting, of leaning and stopping to feel the passage of time, of pause. 
Formed by three individual parts, it can be arranged in various 
formations. The pure white marble has been chosen to contrast  
with the intensity of its surroundings, which can range from  
an expansive stretch of greenery to a cosmopolitan garden.

Dimensions 500 x 369 x 600

Stone
Branco sem Veios Marble 
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 970
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 208
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) 50

Stone supplier Mármores Galrão

Production Solancis
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MIA HÄGG SE
Studio Habiter Autrement
Architect and founder of studio Habiter Autrement, she worked  
at Ateliers Jean Nouvel and Herzog & de Meuron, where she was Project 
Manager for the National Stadium of the 2008 Olympics in Beijing.  
In the 2008 Architecture Venice Biennale, along with Jean Nouvel  
she was invited to show their urban project for Slussen in Stockholm.  
In the context of Habiter Autrement, she built three award-winning public 
housing projects as well as a 100 metre long office building in Bordeaux. 
www.habiterautrement.net

X, 2016
Mia Hägg presents an X-shaped piece, a bicycle rack, which has been  
designed for everyday urban use. X presents itself as the sign  
of resistance both tectonically and symbolically, but the project  
is also a political statement: encouraging a more ecological lifestyle 
through the use of a sustainable form of transportation.

‘X is where all the forces converge in one point.  
The point of balance. As a tectonic principle,  
X is the most important bracing geometry.’

‘A single stone-like piece outlines a bench...
Simultaneously, it materializes its own seat or,  
when rotated, its back. It exists on on its own,  
as a single piece, but has been idealized  
to be modularly reproduced as a collective bench.’

Dimensions 467 (600 flat) x 300 mm

Stone 
Pele de Tigre Marble 
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 1020
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 312
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) 60

Rosa com Veios Verdes Marble 
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 700
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 126
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) 60

Ruivina Escuro Marble 
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 930
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 163
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) 50

Stone supplier and production Mármores Galrão
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SOUTO DE MOURA PT
Souto de Moura received his degree in architecture from the School 
of Fine Arts in Porto. In 1974 he collaborated with Noé Dinis; 
between 1975 and 1979 with Álvaro Siza; and between 1979  
and 1980 with Fernandes de Sá. Souto de Moura opened his own 
office in 1980. He has been a visiting professor at the architecture 
schools of Paris-Belleville, Harvard, Dublin, ETH Zurich, Lausanne 
and Mantova, and has participated in several seminars and lectures 
both in Portugal and abroad. In 2011 he received the prestigious 
Pritzker Prize and in 2013 the Wolf Prize.

Conversadeira, 2017
An S shaped conversation seat made from a single block of rose-coloured 
marble with green veins. Souto de Moura has created a piece that uses 
the traditional shape for this type of furniture, which can also be found 
in the words that describe its creation—design; its colour—rose; and its 
purpose—conversation.

Dimensions 1220 x 650 x 850 mm

Stone
Rosa com Veios Verdes Marble 
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 700
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 126
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) 60

Stone supplier Dimpomar

Production LSI Stone

‘S for conversation’

VLADIMIR 
DJUROVIC LB
Since its creation in Lebanon in 1996, Vladimir Djurovic Landscape 
Architecture has been committed to the creation of landscapes  
that draw out the uniqueness of environments with a simplicity  
of gesture that gives nature the stage. Working closely with renowned 
architects across a wide range of geographic regions, it has developed 
distinct responses to each particular context. The office’s work 
focuses on carefully selected public and private projects,  
several of which have been granted international awards,  
including the prestigious Aga Khan Award for Architecture in 2007.
www.vladimirdjurovic.com

Gather, 2017
This piece addresses the problem of quarry waste, making use  
of stones of all shapes and sizes that are abandoned and rejected. 
From these discarded blocks, spalls and broken pieces, a wall,  
a floor, a bench, a table and an accessory have been created.  
They have been forged in an elemental way, allowing each fragment 
to become something useful and durable while still retaining  
its inherent qualities, which links it back to its place of origin.

Dimensions 7500 x 4250 x 2200 mm

Stone
Vidraço Ataíja Mix
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 1785
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 172
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) DNA

Stone supplier and production Solancis

STUDIO MK27 BR
A studio founded in São Paulo by architect Marcio Kogan.  
Today it integrates 21 architects as well as several international 
collaborators. The architects of the team, admirers of Brazilian 
modernism, seek to fulfill the task of rethinking and giving continuity 
to this architectural movement. Their projects are valued  
for their formal simplicity, always working with special attention  
to detail and finishing. Since 2001 studio MK27 has won more  
than 200 national and international awards. Kogan is an honorary 
member of the AIA, professor at Escola da Cidade, and guest professor 
at the Politecnico di Milano.
www.studiomk27.com.br

Muros de Luz, 2016
For this piece, Portuguese stone has been applied to an architectural 
element typical of Brazilian modernism: cobogó walls.  
Under the effect of light, two perpendicular walls are multiplied  
and extended through effects created by shadow.  
Permeable to the elements, they relate to the landscape  
in a more dynamic and direct way. Using two types of stone,  
the thickness of the exterior of the walls reveals a second colour  
and texture.

Dimensions 4860 x 4860 x 1700 mm

Stone
Moca Creme Grão Médio Limestone 
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 755
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 106
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) DNA

Semi-Rijo do Codaçal Limestone 
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 650
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 96
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) 25

Stone supplier and production MVC—Mármores de Alcobaça
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‘Stone walls evoke medieval Portugal and its castles. 
They are the first human constructions, delineating 
territories, their occupation and symbolism.’

‘A wall, a floor, a bench, a table, and an accessory, 
basic elements assembled from inexhaustible quarry 
waste, open a window into the vast untapped 
potential of these neglected leftovers’.

Dimensions 1800 x 1000 x 1200 mm Stone
Ruivina Escuro Marble 
Compression breaking load (kg/cm2) 930
Bending strength (kg/cm2) 163
Impact test minimum fall height (cm) 50

Stone supplier and production Airemármores

Credits

Assimagra
Project Coordination Miguel Goulão, Célia Marques

Valorpedra
Tânia Peças

( e )
Curator Guta Moura Guedes
Research and Curatorial Assistant Joana Morais
Executive Producer Marta Frade
Editors Paula Melâneo, Miguel Côrte-Real 
Graphic Design Margarida Vilhena
Web Design Marco Reixa 
Press Officer Helena César 
International Press Officer Susan van Daal
Financial Manager Teresa Oliveira
Financial Assistant Madalena Madeira
Executive Coordinator Filipa Matos

First Stone (Primeira Pedra) is developed in partnership 
with ALTA_International Creative Alliance,  
in the specific areas of video, mixmedia, videomapping, 
sound design and digital mobile platforms:

Mixmedia Creative Director Rui Gato
Digital Apps Creative Director Margarida Moura Guedes
Financial Manager Rui Maria Morgado
MixMedia Graphic Design Catarina Lee, Mariana Rosa, 
Tiago Moura
Motion Design Rúben Santos
3D and Interactive Design David Negrão
Sound Design Manuel Morgado

PRODUCTION AND MANUFACTURING COMPANIES
AIREMÁRMORES / DIMPOMAR / ETMA / FÁTIMA STONES / 
FORMAS DE PEDRA / GÁRGULA GÓTICA / LSI STONE /  
MARFILPE / MÁRMORES DA GRANJA /  
MÁRMORES GALRÃO / MOCAPOR /  
MVC—MÁRMORES DE ALCOBAÇA / SOLANCIS


